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We have been working on the English problems in the Can a Robot Get into the University of Tokyo? project.
This paper focuses on the sentence elimination problem by applying BERT, which has obtained the state-of-the-art
results in a number of machine comprehension tasks. We show how we apply BERT and report the improvements
made over baselines. Finally, we show our error analysis and the problems that still need to be solved.
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Wearing proper shoes can reduce problems with your

feet. Here are some important points to think about in

order to choose the right shoes.

(1) Make sure the insole, the inner bottom part of the s

hoe, is made of material which absorbs the impact on y

our foot when walking. (2) The upper part of the shoe s

hould be made of breathable material such as leather or

cloth. (3) Some brand-name leather shoes are famous be

cause of their fashionable designs. (4) When you try on

shoes, pay attention not only to their length but also to

their depth and width. Wearing the right shoes lets you

enjoy walking with fewer problems.
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(1) (w2v) 0.457 (59/129)

(2) Doc-opt 0.543 (70/129)

(3) 3opt-opt 0.558 (72/129)

(4) prev1-opt-next1 0.372 (48/129)

(5) prev2-opt-next2 0.550 (71/129)

(6) prevN-opt-nextN 0.535 (69/129)

(7) prevN-nextN 0.550 (71/129)

(8) prevN-nextN (seg0) 0.628 (81/129)

(9) 0.512 (66/129)
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Food can do more than fill our stomachs? it also satisfies
feelings. If you try to satisfy those feelings with food when
you are not hungry, this is known as emotional eating. There
are some significant differences between emotional hunger and
physical hunger. (1) Emotional and physical hunger are bo

th signals of emptiness which you try to eliminate with fo

od. (2) Emotional hunger comes on suddenly, while physic

al hunger occurs gradually. (3) Emotional hunger feels lik

e it needs to be dealt with instantly with the food you wa

nt; physical hunger can wait. (4) Emotional eating can le

ave behind feelings of guilt although eating due to physica

l hunger does not. Emotional hunger cannot be fully satisfied

with food. Although eating may feel good at that moment,
the feeling that caused the hunger is still there.
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One of the most important kitchen tools is the simple hand-

operated can opener – the manual can opener. (1) Can open

ers are needed to open some canned foods, and nowadays ma

ny people have easy-to-use electric ones. (2) However, with a

manual can opener, even when there is an electric power fa

ilure, you can still open cans. (3)Another advantage of a m

anual can opener is that it will last for years without any m

aintenance. (4) Recently, even some electric can openers wit

h multiple functions have been getting cheaper. In any event,

it is always a good idea to have a manual can opener in your
kitchen.
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